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Fig.2 The relation between the critical electron
density and the ICRF heating power.
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Fig.l The fraction of the radated power to the ICRF
heating power vs. the ratio of the electron to
the critical electron density.
In the previous section time evolutions of plasma
parameters of a typical long pulse plasma cfischarge were
cbicribed The line average electron was gradually
increased from ne=5-6xl018m-3 after 90s accompanied by the
increase in the radiated power. When the electron was
increased to ne=lxl019m-3 at 150s, the radiated power fraction
Pla/PICH of the injected ICRF heating power PRF reached 50%
and then the plasma was tenninated In Fig.l the behavior of
Pla/PICH is against the nonnalized electron
by the critical electron ne/necr. Here Pla/PICH against
lle/necr obtained in the other series of the experiments is
plotted In this case the ICRF heating power and the electron
density twice larger than those in the long pulse discharge.
The limit of the ICRF heated plasma was
examined in a series of the experiments as shown in Fig.2.
Experimental dna are plotted in P,Cl1lle(lxl019m-3) plane. The
critical electron llecr is given in the following
relation;
n
ecr
(lOI9 m-3) =1.8P/CH (MW)
On the other hand the scaling of the critical electron
to the heating power was given in the neutral beam heated
plasma as follows [1, 2],
n (lOI9m-3) =2.83 (P(MW)B(D) 112 =4.2P(MW)1/2
ecr ( a2R
ax
) 0.423
When B(f)=2.75T, a=O.6m and Rax=3.6m are employed, the
numerical factor is calculated to be 4.2 as shown in the above
eqJation. necr is twice larger than that in the ICRF heated
plasma at and there is a dfference in the
heating power which have not been
so far.
The vacuum pressure and the Ha. intensity were
increased at the latter half in the long pulse cfischarge. In
Fig.3 the toroirnI asymmetry of the increase in the Ha.
intensity [3] is plotted It is the nonnalized ratio of t=150sec
to that at t=90sec. It is easily found that the increased ratio in
Ha. is prominent at 3-0 (3-outer horiwntal vacuum port) and
is about 3. Here the ICRF heating antennas are installed at
3.5U&L vacuum port, that is between 3-0 and 4-0 as
pointed by arrow. The temperature increase in the graphite
protector of the antenna can be a cancfidne of the source
of the hydrogen out-gassing. On the other hand the
temperature increase in the dvertor plates is measured in 90
plates. In generally the plasma energy flow is found to be
cbminant in the inboard dvertor plates. The toroirnI
asymmetry in the temperature increase in the inboard
cfi.vertor plate is found as in the previous section. It
is found that the temperature increase in the 3-1 and 21 (3 and
2 of Inboard dvertor plate) is prominent. These
temperature increases are discussed at next sections.
Fig.3 Toroidal distribution of Ha..
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